We aim to better understand attention over nodes in graph neural networks (GNNs) and identify factors influencing its effectiveness. We particularly focus on the ability of attention GNNs to generalize to larger, more complex or noisy graphs. Motivated by insights from the work on Graph Isomorphism Networks, we design simple graph reasoning tasks that allow us to study attention in a controlled environment. We find that under typical conditions the effect of attention is negligible or even harmful, but under certain conditions it provides an exceptional gain in performance of more than 60% in some of our classification tasks. Satisfying these conditions in practice is challenging and often requires supervised training of attention. We propose an alternative recipe and train attention in a weaklysupervised fashion that approaches the performance of supervised models, and, compared to unsupervised models, improves results on several synthetic as well as real datasets. Source code and datasets are available at https://github.com/bknyaz/graph_attention_pool.
Attention meets pooling in graph neural networks
The practical importance of attention in deep learning is well-established and there are many arguments in its favor [1] , including interpretability [2, 3] . In graph neural networks (GNNs), attention can be defined over edges [4, 5] or over nodes [6] . In this work, we focus on the latter, because, despite being equally important in certain tasks, it is not as thoroughly studied [7] . To begin our description, we first establish a connection between attention and pooling methods. In convolutional neural networks (CNNs), pooling methods are generally based on uniformly dividing the regular grid (such as one-dimensional temporal grid in audio) into local regions and taking a single value from that region (average, weighted average, max, stochastic, etc.), while attention in CNNs is typically a separate mechanism that weights C-dimensional input X ∈ R N ×C :
where Z i = α i X i -output for unit (node in a graph) i, N i α i = 1, -element-wise multiplication, N -the number of units in the input (i.e. number of nodes in a graph).
In GNNs, pooling methods generally follow the same pattern as in CNNs, but the pooling regions (sets of nodes) are often found based on clustering [8, 9, 10] , since there is no grid that can be uniformly divided into regions in the same way across all examples (graphs) in the dataset. Recently, top-k pooling [11] was proposed, diverging from other methods: instead of clustering "similar" nodes, it propagates only part of the input and this part is not uniformly sampled from the input. Top-k pooling can thus select some local part of the input graph, completely ignoring the rest. For this reason at first glance it does not appear to be logical.
However, we can notice that pooled feature maps in [11, Eq. 2] are computed in the same way as attention outputs Z in Eq. 1 above, if we rewrite their Eq. 2 in the following way: where P is a set of indices of pooled nodes, |P | ≤ N , and ∅ denotes the unit is absent in the output. The only difference between Eq. 2 and Eq. 1 is that Z ∈ R |P |×C , i.e. the number of units in the output is smaller or, formally, there exists a ratio r = |P |/N ≤ 1 of preserved nodes. We leverage this finding to integrate attention and pooling into a unified computational block of a GNN. In contrast, in CNNs, it is challenging to achieve this, because the input is defined on a regular grid, so we need to maintain resolution for all examples in the dataset after each pooling layer. In GNNs, we can remove any number of nodes, so that the next layer will receive a smaller graph. When applied to the input layer, this form of attention-based pooling also brings us interpretability of predictions, since the network makes a decision only based on pooled nodes.
Despite the appealing nature of attention, it is often unstable to train and the conditions under which it fails or succeeds are unclear. Motivated by insights of [12] recently proposed Graph Isomorphism Networks (GIN), we design two simple graph reasoning tasks that allow us to study attention in a controlled environment where we know ground truth attention. The first task is counting colors in a graph (Colors), where a color is a unique discrete feature. The second task is counting the number of triangles in a graph (Triangles). We confirm our observations on a standard benchmark, MNIST [13] (Figure 1) , and identify factors influencing the effectiveness of attention.
Our synthetic experiments also allow us to study the ability of attention GNNs to generalize to larger, more complex or noisy graphs. Aiming to provide a recipe to train more effective, stable and robust attention GNNs, we propose a weakly-supervised scheme to train attention, that does not require ground truth attention scores, and as such is agnostic to a dataset and the choice of a model. We validate the effectiveness of this scheme on our synthetic datasets, as well as on MNIST and on real graph classification benchmarks in which ground truth attention is unavailable and hard to define, namely Collab [14, 15] , Proteins [16] , and D&D [17] .
Model
We study two variants of GNNs: Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [18] and Graph Isomorphism Networks (GIN) [12] . One of the main ideas of GIN is to replace the Mean aggregator over nodes, such as the one in GCN, with a Sum aggregator, and add more fully-connected layers after aggregating neigboring node features. The resulting model can distinguish a wider range of graph structures than previous models [12, Figure 3 ].
Thresholding by attention coefficients
To pool the nodes in a graph using the method from [11] a predefined ratio r = |P |/N (Eq. 2) must be chosen for the entire dataset. For instance, for r = 0.8 only 80% of nodes are left after each pooling layer. Intuitively, it is clear that this ratio should be different for small and large graphs. Therefore, we propose to choose thresholdα, such that only nodes with attention values α i >α are propagated:
Note, that dropping nodes from a graph is different from keeping nodes with very small, or even zero, feature values, because a bias is added to node features after the following graph convolution layer affecting features of neighbors. An important potential issue of dropping nodes is the change of graph structure and emergence of isolated nodes. However, in our experiments we typically observe that the model predicts similar α for nearby nodes, so that an entire local neighborhood is pooled or dropped, as opposed to clustering-based methods which collapse each neighborhood to a single node. We provide a quantitative and qualitative comparison in Section 3.
Attention subnetwork
To train an attention model that predicts the coefficients for nodes, we consider two approaches: (1) Linear Projection [11] , where a single layer projection p ∈ R C is trained: α pre = Xp; and (2) DiffPool [10] , where a separate GNN is trained:
where A is the adjacency matrix of a graph. In all cases, we use a softmax activation [1, 2] instead of tanh in [11] , because it provides more interpretable results and ecourages sparse outputs: α = softmax(α pre ). To train attention in a supervised or weakly-supervised way, we use the Kullback-Leibler divergence loss (see Section 3.3).
ChebyGIN
In some of our experiments, the performance of both GCNs and GINs is quite poor and, consequently, it is also hard for the attention subnetwork to learn. By combining GIN with ChebyNet [8] , we propose a stronger model, ChebyGIN. ChebyNet is a multiscale extension of GCN [18] , so that for the first scale, K = 1, node features are node features themselves, for K = 2 features are averaged over one-hop neighbors, for K = 3 -over two-hop neighbors and so forth. To implement the Sum aggregator in ChebyGIN, we multiply features by node degrees D i = j A ij starting from K = 2. We also add more fully-connected layers after feature aggregation as in GIN.
Experiments
We introduce the color counting task (Colors) and the triangle counting task (Triangles) in which we generate synthetic training and test graphs. We also experiment with MNIST images [13] and three molecule and social datasets. In Colors, Triangles and MNIST tasks (Figure 1 ), we assume to know ground truth attention, i.e. for each node i we heuristically define its importance in solving the task correctly, α GT i ∈ [0, 1], which is necessary to train (in the supervised case) and evaluate our attention models.
Datasets
Colors. We introduce the color counting task. We generate random graphs where features for each node are assigned to one of the three one-hot values (colors):
The task is to count the number of green nodes, N green . This is a trivial task, but it lets us study the influence of initialization of the attention model p ∈ R 3 on the training dynamics. In this task, graph structure is unimportant and edges of graphs act like a medium to exchange node features. Ground truth attention is α GT i = 1/N green , when i corresponds to green nodes and α GT i = 0 otherwise. We also extend this dataset to higher n-dimensional cases p ∈ R n to study how model performance changes with n. In these cases, node features are still one-hot vectors and we classify the number of nodes where the second feature is one.
Triangles. Counting the number of triangles in a graph is a well-known task which can be solved analytically by computing trace(A 3 )/6, where A is an adjacency matrix. This task turned out to be hard for GNNs, so we add node degree features as one-hot vectors to all graphs, so that the model can exploit both graph structure and features. Compared to the Colors task, here it is more challenging to study the effect of initializing p, but we can still calculate ground truth attention as α
where T i is the number of triangles that include node i, so that α GT i = 0 for nodes that are not part of triangles.
Mnist-75sp. Mnist [13] contains 70k grayscale images of size 28×28 pixels. While each of 784 pixels can be represented as a node, we follow [19, 20] and consider an alternative approach to highlight the ability of GNNs to work on irregular grids. In particular, each image can be represented as a small set of superpixels without losing essential class-specific information (see Figure 2 ). We compute SLIC [21] superpixels for each image and build a graph, in which each node corresponds to a superpixel with node features being pixel intensity values and coordinates of their centers of masses. We extract N ≤ 75 superpixels, hence the dataset is denoted as MNIST-75sp. Edges are formed based on spatial distance between superpixel centers as in [8, Eq. 8] . Each image depicts a handwritten digit from 0 to 9 and the task is to classify the image. Ground truth attention is considered to be α GT i = 1/N nonzero for superpixels with nonzero intensity, and N nonzero is the total number of such superpixels. The idea is that only nonzero superpixels determine the digit class.
Molecule and social datasets. We extend our study to more practical cases, where ground truth attention is not available, and experiment with protein datasets: Proteins [16] and D&D [17] , and a scientific collaboration dataset, Collab [14, 15] . These are standard graph classification benchmarks. A standard way to evaluate models on these datasets is to perform 10-fold cross-validation and report average accuracy [22, 10] . In this work, we are concerned about a model's ability to generalize to larger and more complex or noisy graphs, therefore we generate splits based on the number of nodes. For instance, for Proteins we train on graphs with N ≤ 25 nodes and test on graphs with 6 ≤ N ≤ 620 nodes (see Table 2 for details about splits of other datasets and results).
A detailed description of tasks and model hyperparameters is provided in Appendix.
Generalization to larger and noisy graphs
One of the core strengths of attention is that it makes it easier to generalize to unseen, potentially more complex and/or noisy, inputs by reducing their complexity to similar inputs in the training set. To examine this phenomenon, for Colors and Triangles tasks we add test graphs that can be several times larger (Test-Large) than the training ones. For Colors we further extend it by adding unseen colors to the test
there is no new colors that have nonzero values in a green channel. This can be interpreted as adding mixtures of red, blue and transparency channels, with nine possible colors in total as opposed to three in the training set ( Figure 2 ). Neural networks (NNs) have been observed to be brittle if they are fed with test samples corrupted in a subtle way, i.e. by adding a noise [23] or changing a sample in an adversarial way [24] , such that a human can still recognize them fairly well. To study this problem, test sets of standard image benchmarks have been enlarged by adding corrupted images [25] .
Graph neural networks, as a particular case of NNs, inherit this weakness. The attention mechanism, if designed and trained properly, can improve a net's robustness by attending to only important and ignoring misleading parts (nodes) of data. In this work, we explore the ability of GNNs with and without attention to generalize to noisy graphs and unseen node features. This should help us to understand the limits of GNNs, and potentially NNs in general, with attention and conditions when it succeedes and when it does not. To this end, we generate two additional test sets for MNIST-75sp. In the first set, Test-Noisy, we add Gaussian noise, drawn from N (0, 0.4), to superpixel intensity features, i.e. the shape and coordinates of superpixels are the same as in the original clean test set. In the second set, Test-Noisy-C, we colorize images by adding two more channels and add independent Gaussian noise, drawn from N (0, 0.6), to each channel ( Figure 2 ). 
MNIST-75sp
Figure 2: Examples from training and test sets. For Colors, the correct label is N green = 4 in all cases; for Triangles N tri = 3 and color intensities denote ground truth attention values α GT . The range of the number of nodes, N , is shown in each case. For MNIST-75sp, we visualize graphs for digit 7 by assigning an average intensity value to all pixels within a superpixel. Even though superpixels have certain shapes and borders between each other (visible only on noisy graphs), we feed only superpixel intensities and coordinates of their centers of masses to our GNNs.
Network architectures and training
We build 2 layer GNNs for Colors and 3 layer GNNs for other tasks with 64 filters in each layer, except for MNIST-75sp where we have more filters. Our baselines are GNNs with global sum or max pooling (gpool), DiffPool [10] and top-k pooling [11] . We add two layers of our pooling for Triangles, each of which is a GNN with 3 layers and 32 filters (Eq. 4); whereas a single pooling layer in the form of vector p is used in other cases. We train all models with Adam [26] , learning rate 1e-3, batch size 32, weight decay 1e-4 (see Appendix for details).
For Colors and Triangles we minimize the regression loss (MSE) and cross entropy (CE) for other tasks, denoted as L M SE/CE . For experiments with supervised and weakly-supervised (described below in Section 3.4) attention, we additionally minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss between ground truth attention α GT and predicted coefficients α, so that the total loss for some training graph with N nodes becomes:
where β controls the scale and importance of the KL term.
We repeat experiments 10 times and report an average accuracy and standard deviation in Tables 1 and 2 . For Colors we run experiments 100 times, since we observe larger variance. In Table 1 we report results on all test subsets independently. In all other experiments on Colors, Triangles and MNIST-75sp, we report an average accuracy on the combined test set. For Collab, Proteins and D&D, we run experiments 10 times using splits described in Section 3.1.
The only hyperparameters that we tune in our experiments are thresholdα in our method (Eq. 3), ratio r in top-k (Eq. 2) and β in Eq. 5. For synthetic datasets, we tune them on a validation set generated in the same way as Test-Orig. For MNIST-75sp, we use part of the training set. For Collab, Proteins and D&D, we tune them using 10-fold cross-validation on the training set. Attention correctness. We evaluate attention correctness using an area under the ROC curve (AUC) as an alternative to other methods, such as [27] , which can be overoptimistic in some extreme cases, such as when all attention is concentrated in a single node or attention is uniformly spread over all nodes. AUC allows to evaluate ranking of α instead of their absolute values. To evaluate attention correctness of models with global pooling, we follow the idea from convolutional neural networks [28] . After training a model, we remove node i ∈ {1, N } and compute an absolute difference from prediction y for the original graph:
where y i is a model's prediction for the graph without node i. While this method shows surprisingly high AUC in some tasks, it is not built-in in training and thus does not help to train a better model and only implicitly interprets a model's prediction (Figures 5 and 6 ). However, these results inspired us to design a weakly-supervised method described below.
Weakly-supervised attention supervision
Although for Colors, Triangles and MNIST-75sp we can define ground truth attention, so that it does not require manual labeling, in practice it is usually not the case and such annotations are hard to define and expensive, or even unclear how to produce. Based on results in Table 1 , supervision of attention is necessary to reveal its power. Therefore, we propose a weakly-supervised approach, agnostic to the choice of a dataset and model, that does not require ground truth attention labels, but can improve model performance and generalization ability. Our approach is based on generating attention coefficients α W S i (Eq. 6) and using them as labels to train our attention model with the loss defined in Eq 5. We apply this approach to Colors, Triangles and MNIST-75sp and observe peformance and robustness close to supervised models. We also apply it to Collab, Proteins and D&D, and in all cases we are able to improve results compared to unsupervised attention. 
Analysis of results
In this work, we aim to better understand attention and generalization in graph neural networks, and, based on our empirical findings, below we provide our analysis for the following questions.
How powerful is attention over nodes in GNNs?
Our results on the Colors, Triangles and MNIST-75sp datasets suggest that the main strength of attention over nodes in GNNs is the ability to generalize to more complex or noisy graphs at test time. This ability essentially transforms a model that fails to generalize into a fairly robust one. Indeed, a classification accuracy gap for Colors-LargeC between the best model without supervised attention (GIN with global pooling) and a similar model with supervised attention (GIN, sup) is more than 60%. For Triangles-Large this gap is 18% and for MNIST-75sp-Noisy it is more than 12%. This gap is even larger if compared to upper bound cases indicating that our supervised models can be further tuned and improved. Models with supervised or weakly-supervised attention also have a more narrow spread of results ( Figure 3) .
What are the factors influencing performance of GNNs with attention? We identify three key factors influencing performance of GNNs with attention: initialization of the attention model (i.e. vector p or GNN in Eq. 4), strength of the main GNN model (i.e. the model that actually performs classification), and finally other hyperparameters of the attention and GNN models. We highlight initialization as the critical factor. We ran 100 experiments on Colors with random initializations ( Figure 3, (a-e) ) of the vector p and measured how performance of both attention and classification is affected depending on how close (in terms of cosine similarity) the initialized p was to the optimal one, p = [0, 1, 0]. We disentangle the dependency between the classification accuracy and cos. sim. into two functions to make the relationship clearer ( Figure 3, (a, c) ). Interestingly, we found that classification accuracy depends exponentially on attention correctness and becomes close to 100% only when attention is also close to being perfect. In the case of slightly worse attention, even starting from 99%, classification accuracy drops significantly. This is an important finding that can also be valid for other more realistic applications. In the Triangles task we only partially confirm this finding, because our attention models could not achieve AUC high enough to boost classification. However, by observing the upper bound results obtained by training with ground truth attention, we assume that this boost potentially should happen once attention becomes accurate enough. Predicted attention coeff., Figure 4 : Influence of initialization on training dynamics for Colors using GIN trained in unsupervised (a-c) and supervised (d-e) ways. The nodes that should be pooled according to our ground truth prior, must have larger attention values α. However, in the unsupervised cases, only the model with an optimal initialization (c) reaches a high accuracy, while other models (a,b) are stuck in a suboptimal state and wrong nodes are pooled, which degrades performance. In the supervised cases (d-f), models converge to a perfect accuracy and initialization only affects the speed of convergence. In these experiments, we train models longer to see if they can recover from a bad initialization.
Why is initialization of attention important? One of the reasons that initialization is so important is because training GNNs with attention is a chicken or the egg sort of problem. In order to attend to important nodes, the model needs to have a clear understanding of the graph. Yet, in order to gain that level of understanding, the model needs strong attention to avoid focusing on noisy nodes. During training, the attention model predicts attention coefficients α and they might be wrong, especially at the beginning of training, but the rest of the GNN model assumes those predictions to be correct and updates its parameters according to those α. This problem is revealed by taking the gradient of an attention function (Eq. 1): Z = α X, where X = f (w, ·) are node features, and f is some differentiable function with parameters w used to propagate node features:
, that are used to update parameters w in gradient descent, reinforce potentially wrong predictions α, since they depend on α, and the model solution can diverge from the optimal one, which we observe in Figure 4(a,b) . Hence, the performance of such a model largely depends on the initial state, i.e. how accurate were α after the first forward pass.
Why is the variance of some results so high? In Table 1 we report high variance of results, which is mainly due to initialization of the attention model as explained above. This variance is also caused by initialization of other trainable parameters of a GNN, but we show that once the attention model is perfect, other parameters can recover from a bad initialization leading to improved performance. The opposite, however, is not true: we never observed recovery of a model with poorly initialized attention.
How results change with increase of attention model input dimensionality or capacity? We performed experiments using ChebyGIN-h -a model with higher dimensionality of an input to the attention model (see Table 5 in Appendix for details). In such cases, it becomes very unlikely to initialize it in a way close to optimal (Figure 3, (c-e) ), and attention accuracy is concentrated in the 60-80% region. Effect of the attention model of such low accuracy is neglible or even harmful, especially on the large and noisy graphs. We also experimented with a deeper attention model (ChebyGIN-h), i.e. a 2 layer fully-connected layer with 32 hidden units for Colors and MNIST-75sp, and a deeper GNN (Eq. 4) for Triangles. This has a positive effect overall, except for Triangles, where our attention models were already deep GNNs. , results of DiffPool [10] (second row), attention weights α W S generated using a model with global pooling based on Eq. 6 (third row), and α predicted by our weakly-supervised model (bottom row). Both our attention-based pooling and DiffPool can be strong and interpretable depending on the task, but in our tasks DiffPool was inferior (Table 5 in Appendix ). For Triangles (on the right) we show an example of a test graph with N = 93 nodes with six triangles and the results of pooling based on ground truth attention weights α GT (top row); in the bottom row we show attention weights predicted by our weakly-supervised model and results of our threshold-based pooling (Eq. 3). Note that during training, our model has not encountered noisy images (MNIST-75sp) nor graphs larger than with N = 25 nodes (Triangles).
How results differ depending on to which layer we apply the attention model? When an attention model is attached to deeper layers (as we do for Triangles and MNIST-75sp), the signal that it receives is much stronger compared to the first layers, which positively influences overall performance. But in terms of computational cost, it is desirable to attach an attention model closer to the input layer to reduce graph size in the beginning of a forward pass. Using this strategy is also more reasonable when we know that attention weights can be determined solely by input features (as we do in our Colors task), or when the goal is to interpret model's predictions. In contrast, deeper features contain information about a large neighborhood of nodes, so importance of a particular node represents the importance of an entire neighborhood making attention less interpretable.
How top-k compares to our threshold-based pooling method? Our method to attend and pool nodes (Eq. 3) is based on top-k pooling [11] and we show that the proposed threshold-based pooling is superior in a principle way. When we use supervised attention our results are better by more than 40% on Colors-LargeC, by 9% on Triangles-Large and by 3% on MNIST-75sp. In Figure 3 ((a,b) -zoomed) we show that GIN and ChebyGIN models with supervised top-k pooling never reach an average accuracy of more than 80% as opposed to our method which reaches 100% in many cases.
What is the recipe for more powerful attention GNNs? We showed that GNNs with supervised training of attention are significantly more accurate and robust, although in case of a bad initialization it can take a long time to reach the performance of a better initialization. However, supervised attention is often infeasible. We suggested an alternative approach based on weakly-supervised training and validated it on our synthetic (Table 1) and real (Table 2) datasets. In case of Colors, Triangles and MNIST-75sp we can compare to both unsupervised and supervised models and conclude that our approach shows performance, robustness and relatively low variation (i.e. sensitivity to initialization) similar to supervised models and much better than unsupervised models. In case of Collab, Proteins and D&D we can only compare to unsupervised and global pooling models and confirm that our method can be effectively employed for a wide diversity of graph classification tasks and attends to more relevant nodes (Figures 5 and 6 ). Figure 6 : Qualitative results. In Collab, a graph represents an ego-network of a researcher, therefore center nodes are important. In Proteins and D&D, a graph is a protein and nodes are amino acids, so it is important to attend to a connected chain of amino acids to distinguish an enzyme from a non-enzyme protein. Our weakly-supervised method attends to and pools more relevant nodes compared to global and unsupervised models, leading to better classification results.
Conclusion
We have shown that learned attention can be extremely powerful in graph neural networks, but only if it is close to optimal. This is difficult to achieve due to the sensitivity of initialization, especially in the unsupervised setting where we do not have access to ground truth attention. Thus, we have identified initialization of attention models for high dimensional inputs as an important open issue. We also show that attention can make GNNs more robust to larger and noisy graphs, and that the weakly-supervised approach proposed in our work brings advantages similar to the ones of supervised models, yet at the same time can be effectively applied to datasets without annotated attention. Table 5 : Additional results on three tasks for different test subsets. ChebyGIN-d -deeper attention model. ChebyGIN-h -higher dimensionality of the input fed to the attention model (see Table 3 for architectures). 
